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The electronic Mott transition

Difficult old problem in quantum many body physics

How does a metal evolve into a Mott insulator?

Prototype: One band Hubbard model at half-filling on non-bipartite lattice

t/U
Fermi liquid;

Full fermi surface 
AF insulator;

No Fermi surface

?????
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Why hard?

1. No order parameter for the metal-insulator transition

2. Need to deal with gapless Fermi surface on metallic side

3. Complicated interplay between metal-insulator transition and 
magnetic phase transition

Typically in most materials the Mott transition is first order. 

But (at least on frustrated lattices) transition is sometimes only weakly first order
- fluctuation effects visible in approach to Mott insulator from metal. 
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Quantum spin liquids and the Mott transition

Modern condensed matter physics: possibility of quantum 
spin liquid Mott insulators with no broken symmetries/conventional 
long range order. 

Theory: Quantum spin liquids can exist; maturing understanding. 

Experiment: Several candidate materials; all of them have some gapless excitations. 

Opportunity for progress on the Mott transition: 
study metal-insulator transition without complications of magnetism. 
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ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2

Some candidate spin liquid materials

2d Kagome lattice (`strong’ Mott insulator)

κ− (ET )2Cu2(CN)3

Na4Ir3O8

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

Quasi-2d, approximately isotropic triangular lattice; best 
studied candidate spin liquids

Three dimensional `hyperkagome’ lattice

Volborthtite, ..........
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ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2

Some candidate materials

2d Kagome lattice (`strong’ Mott insulator)

κ− (ET )2Cu2(CN)3

Na4Ir3O8

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

Quasi-2d, approximately isotropic triangular lattice; best 
studied candidate spin liquids

Three dimensional `hyperkagome’ lattice

Close to pressure driven Mott 
transition: `weak’ Mott 
insulators

Volborthtite, ..........
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Possible experimental realization of a second 
order Mott transition
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Quantum spin liquids and the Mott transition

8

Some questions:

1. How to think about a gapless quantum spin liquid Mott insulator 
that is proximate to a metal? 

2. Can the Mott transition be continuous? 

3. Fate of the electronic Fermi surface? 

t/U
Fermi liquid;

Full fermi surface 
Spin liquid insulator;

No Fermi surface

?????
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Killing the Fermi surface

t/U
Fermi liquid;

Full fermi surface 
Spin liquid insulator;

No Fermi surface

?????

At half-filling, through out metallic phase, 
Luttinger theorem => size of Fermi surface is fixed. 

Approach to Mott insulator: entire Fermi surface must 
die while maintaining size (cannot shrink to zero). 

If Mott transition is second order, critical point necessarily very unusual. 

``Fermi surface on brink of disappearing” - expect non-Fermi liquid physics. 

Similar ``killing of Fermi surface” also at Kondo breakdown transition 
in heavy fermion metals, and may be also around optimal doping in cuprates. 
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How can a Fermi surface die continuously?

Continuous disappearance of Fermi 
surface if quasiparticle weight Z 
vanishes continuously everywhere 
on the Fermi surface (Brinkman, 
Rice, 1970). 

Metal

Mott insulator

Mott critical point

Concrete examples:  DMFT in infinite d (Vollhardt, Metzner, Kotliar, 
Georges 1990s), slave particle theories in d = 2, d = 3 (TS, Vojta, Sachdev 
2003, TS 2008)
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Electronic structure at a continuous Mott transition

Crucial question: Electronic excitation structure right at Mott critical point 
when Z has just gone to zero? 

Claim: At critical point, Fermi surface remains sharply defined even 
though there is no Landau quasiparticle (TS, 2008)

``Critical Fermi surface”
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Why a critical Fermi surface?
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Evolution of single particle gap
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Quantum spin liquids and the Mott transition

14

Some questions:

1. How to think about a gapless quantum spin liquid Mott insulator 
that is proximate to a metal? 

2. Can the Mott transition be continuous? 

3. Fate of the electronic Fermi surface? 

t/U
Fermi liquid;

Full fermi surface 
Spin liquid insulator;

No Fermi surface

?????

Only currently available theoretical framework to answer these questions 
is slave particle gauge theory. 
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Slave particle framework

Split electron operator
c†rσ = b†rfrα

Fermi liquid: �b� �= 0

Mott insulator: br gapped

Mott transition: br critical

In all three cases frα form a Fermi surface.

Low energy effective theory: Couple b, f to fluctuating U(1) gauge field.
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Quantum spin liquids and the Mott transition

16

Some questions:

1. How to think about a gapless quantum spin liquid Mott insulator 
that is proximate to a metal? 

Gapless spinon Fermi surface coupled to U(1) gage field 
(Motrunich, 05, Lee and Lee, 05)

2. Can the Mott transition be continuous? 

3. Fate of the electronic Fermi surface? 

Concrete tractable theory of a continuous Mott transition; 
demonstrate critical Fermi surface at Mott transition; 
definite predictions for many quantities (TS, 2008). 

Is there an alternate to slave particles? 
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This talk: a new approach to the Mott transition and 
proximate quantum spin liquids

Start from the  effective low energy theory  of the Fermi liquid*;  

Freeze out charge density and current fluctuations to obtain a spin liquid 
Mott insulator

*Most useful for this purpose: a point of view on Fermi liquid 
developed by Haldane in 1990s.
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Landau theory of Fermi liquids 

Collisionless Landau kinetic equation for quasiparticle densities

�
∂

∂t
+ �vF · ∂

∂�x

�
δnσ,�k −

δ(�0�k − µ)

V

�

�k�,σ�

fσ,σ�

�k,�k� �vF ·
∂δnσ�,�k�

∂�x
= 0

Infinite number of emergent conservation laws in a Fermi liquid: 
quasiparticle numbers at each point of Fermi surface. 

Corresponding densities are all hydrodynamic modes. 
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Hydrodynamic theory of Fermi liquids 

Hydrodynamic theory: Restrict to small region within ±Λ� of Fermi surface.

Hydrodynamic equation

∂tρσ(θ) + vF∂�ρσ(θ) +
∂�

(2π)2

�
dθ�KF (θ

�
)fσσ�(θ, θ�)ρσ�(θ�) = 0 (1)

∂� = v̂F · �∇ = derivative in direction normal to the Fermi surface.

Define concept of θ-mover: quasiparticle at angle θ of Fermi surface of 2d
metal.

θ-mover density (of spin σ)

ρσ(θ,�r, t) ≡
� +Λ�

−Λ�

dk

(2π)2
δnσ,θ,k(�x, t).

Note: Deviation of total density from mean δρσ =
�
dθKF (θ)ρσ(θ)

θ
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Fermi surface shape fluctuations 

Interesting physical interpretation: assume local version 
of Luttinger theorem to relate to Fermi surface shape 
fluctuation. 

Slow long wavelength fluctuation of Fermi surface 
shape => long wavelength disturbance of quasiparticle 
densities. 

KFσ(θ) → KFσ(θ) + δKFσ(�r, θ, t)

ρσ(�r, θ, t) =
1

4π2
δKFσ(�r, θ, t)
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Decohering the Fermi liquid: A dual approach to the Mott Transition

David F. Mross, and T. Senthil
Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

We present a theoretical approach to describing the Mott transition of electrons on a two dimen-
sional lattice that begins with the low energy e!ective theory of the Fermi liquid. The approach to
the Mott transition must be characterized by the suppression of density and current fluctuations
which correspond to specific shape deformations of the Fermi surface. We explore the nature of the
Mott insulator and the corresponding Mott transition when these shape fluctuations of the Fermi
surface are suppressed without making any a prior assumptions about other Fermi surface shape
fluctuations. Building on insights from the theory of the Mott transition of bosons, we implement
this suppression by identifying and condensing vortex degrees of freedom in the phase of the low
energy electron operator. We show that the resulting Mott insulator is a quantum spin liquid with a
spinon fermi surface coupled to a U(1) gauge field which is usually described within a slave particle
formulation. Our approach thus provides a coarse-grained treatment of the Mott transition and
the proximate spin liquid that is nevertheless equivalent to the standard slave particle construction.
This alternate point of view provides further insight into the novel physics of the Mott transition
and the spin liquid state that is potentially useful. We describe a generalization that suppresses spin
anti-symmetric fluctuations of the Fermi surface that leads to a spin-gapped charge metal previously
also discussed in terms of slave particle constructions.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Describing the evolution from a metal to a Mott in-
sulator as the strength of electron correlations is in-
creased has challenged condensed matter theorists for
the last many decades. Part of the di!culty is due to a
complicated interplay between the metal-insulator tran-
sition and magnetic ordering that appears commonly in
the insulator. However in recent years evidence, both
theoretical1–5 and experimental6–9, has accumulated for
the existence of a possible quantum spin liquid Mott state
just on the insulating side of the Mott transition in frus-
trated lattices. Such a state does not break spin rotation
or any other microscopic symmetries. Thus there is an
opportunity to study the fundamental phenomenon of
the Mott metal-insulator transition without the compli-
cations of magnetism or other broken symmetries.

A theoretical description of the vicinity of the Mott
transition is challenged by the need to describe the ki-
netic and interaction energies of the electrons on more
or less equal footing. In the last two decades there has
been great progress in studying the Mott transition in
spatial dimension d = ! through Dynamical Mean Field
Theory10. However in this limit the resulting Mott insu-
lator has at zero temperature no correlations between the
spins and hence has non-zero entropy. Thus the d = !
results may at best be a guide for the somewhat high
temperature physics in the vicinity of the Mott transi-
tion.

The Mott transition can also be described using slave
particle methods. A complete theory for a continuous
Mott transition from a Fermi liquid metal to a quantum
spin liquid Mott insulator in two space dimensions was
described in Ref. 11 by studying fluctuations on top of
the slave particle mean field theory of Ref. 12. In this

description the Mott insulator is a quantum spin liquid
state with gapless spin excitations. As this transition
is approached from the metal the entire Fermi surface
disappears continuously. The resulting critical point is
characterized by the presence of a gapless ‘critical Fermi
surface’13 where the Fermi surface is sharp but there are
no Landau quasiparticles. These results have also been
generalized to three space dimensions14.

kx

ky

kx

ky

BA

FIG. 1: A: Fermi surface at equilibrium. B: The low energy
excitations describe smooth shape fluctuations of the Fermi
surface.

In this paper we develop a way of thinking about the
electronic Mott transition in two space dimensions that
starts with the low energy e"ective theory of the Fermi
liquid phase. This is of course just the familiar Landau
theory of Fermi liquids15. The hydrodynamic descrip-
tion of the low energy properties of a Fermi liquid is in
terms of the kinetic equation for the local quasiparticle
distribution function. This hydrodynamic theory may
be usefully viewed as a theory of shape fluctuations of
the Fermi surface16–19 (see Fig. 1). In the low energy
limit a local version of Luttinger’s theorem20 is obeyed
so that a local shape fluctuation of the Fermi surface
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Approaching the Mott transition: what happens to 
shape fluctuations of Fermi surface? 

Two special Fermi surface shape fluctuations
2

kx

ky

kx

ky

A B

FIG. 2: A: Current fluctuation (l = 1) of the Fermi surface.
B: Density fluctuation (l = 0) of the Fermi surface.

which changes the area leads to a change of particle den-
sity (see Fig. 2). Similarly a local shift of the “center
of mass” of the Fermi surface corresponds to a non-zero
current density (see Fig. 2). As the Mott transition is
approached the minimal thing that needs to happen is
that long wavelength fluctuations in the local charge and
current densities are suppressed. Our goal in this pa-
per is to explore the nature of the Mott insulator and
the transition when the Fermi surface shape fluctuations
associated with charge and current density fluctuations
are suppressed without making any a priori assumptions
about the fate of other shape fluctuations.
We will do this by relying crucially on key insights from

the theory of the Mott transition of bosons. In contrast
to electronic systems, the Mott transition of interacting
bosons is rather well understood theoretically23. The
liquid phase of bosons has superfluid long range order,
and the corresponding hydrodynamic theory describes
the gapless sound mode associated with superfluid order.
Accessing a Mott insulator of bosons from the superfluid
phase requires condensing vortex configurations of the
superfluid order parameter. This enforces the quantiza-
tion of particle number that is crucial for the existence
of a Mott insulator.
Motivated by this, we develop an alternate ‘dual’ way

of thinking about the electronic Mott transition and the
resulting spin liquid Mott insulator. We first identify
a degree of freedom in the hydrodynamic description of
the conducting state that plays the role of a vortex in the
phase of the electron operator. We show that condensing
these vortices leads to an incompressible Mott insulator.
Specifically it clamps down long distance, long time fluc-
tuations of the particle number and current densities.
The resulting Mott insulator is in a quantum spin

liquid state and has gapless excitations. Interestingly
it is a spin liquid with a Fermi surface of charge neu-
tral spin-1/2 fermionic spinons coupled to a fluctuating
U(1) gauge field. Usually spin liquids with emergent
spinons and gauge fields are described by slave particle
constructions24. The route to a spin liquid described in
this paper is very di!erent and does not explicitly rely
on any slave particle description. It thus provides an al-
ternate point of view of the spinon Fermi surface state
that may potentially be useful in thinking about it. We

also briefly discuss a phase obtained by condensing vor-
tices in a phase that is conjugate to spin antisymmetric
distortions of the Fermi surface. This results in a spin
gapped metal with a charge Fermi surface which can also
be alternately described in terms of slave particles.

II. OVERVIEW

A. Bosons and the Mott transition

Consider, for concreteness, the boson Hubbard model
on, say, a two dimensional lattice with an integer number
N0 of bosons per site on average:

Hb = !t
!

<ij>

"

b†ibj + h.c.
#

+
U

2

!

i

(ni !N0)
2 (1)

where b†i creates a boson at site i and ni = b†ibi is the bo-
son number at site i. If U " t the ground state is a Mott
insulator while in the opposite limit t " U a superfluid
state results. The superfluid-Mott phase transition is
described23 by a standard (quantum) Landau-Ginzburg
action for the superfluid order parameter in D = 2 + 1
space-time dimensions.
For our purposes it is insightful to understand how

to think about the Mott insulator and the transition to
it within in a conceptual framework that begins in the
superfluid phase. Deep in the superfluid state the appro-
priate low energy e!ective theory of the superfluid phase
is simply given by the harmonic (Euclidean) action

Se! =

$

d2xd!
"s
2

(#µ$)
2 (2)

for the phase $ of the superfluid order parameter (b #
ei!). Here µ = (x, !) and we have set the sound velocity
to 1. "s is the phase sti!ness. A key point is to recognize
that this “phase-only” description has no hope of describ-
ing the Mott insulator. This is because the harmonic
phase-only theory does not know about the quantization
of the conjugate particle number. This quantization is
crucial in obtaining the Mott insulator. Quantization of
the particle number is equivalent to the condition that
the boson phase be defined mod 2%. Thus it is impor-
tant to include vortices in the phase field and condense
them to obtain a description of the Mott insulator. As is
well known21,22 this is conveniently described through a
duality transformation where we regard the gapless lin-
early dispersing sound wave as a transverse photon of a
U(1) gauge field. Formally

Se! $

$

d2xd!
1

2"s
(!% a)2 (3)

Vortices in $ act as sources for the dual vector potential
aµ, and can be easily incorporated as a boson field that
couples minimally to aµ. The full dual action including

Current fluctuation:
shift of Fermi surface

Density fluctuation:
`breathing’ of Fermi surface

Approach to Mott insulator: density and current fluctuations suppressed

=> clamp down these Fermi surface shape fluctuations but make no other 
a priori assumptions. 

How to implement??
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Lessons from a simpler problem: Mott transition of 
bosons

Superfluid-Mott transition of bosons at integer filling on a lattice: well 
understood and simple

Cold atoms in an optical lattice: M. Greiner, O. Mandel, T. Esslinger, 
T. W. Hänsch, and I. Bloch, Nature 415, 39 (2002).
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Hydrodynamic theory of superfluids

Low energy effective theory of the superfluid phase

φ = phase of superfluid order parameter .

Phase-only theory incapable of capturing Mott insulator.

Mott insulation requires quantization of particle number => periodicity of
conjugate phase:

φ ∼ φ+ 2π.

Must incorporate vortices in φ to describe Mott insulator.

Seff =

�
d2xdτ

ρs
2

(∂µφ)
2 + ......
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Vortices and the Mott transition

Incorporating vortices: dual description of bosons. 

Sound mode of superfluid <=> propagating ``photon”

                         Vortices   <=> point source of photons

Dual theory: Vortex field Φv minimally coupled to fluctuating U(1) gauge
field aµ.

Sdual =

�
d2xdτ

1

2ρs

�
�∇× �a

�2
+ | (∂µ − iaµ)Φv|2 + V (|Φv|2) (1)

Superfluid: Φv gapped => propagating photon, i.e usual sound mode.
Mott insulator: φv condensed => photon gapped => boson density, current

fluctuations gapped.
Quantization of dual gauge flux => boson number quantization.

Dual vortex theory equivalent to usualD = 2+1 XY description of superfluid-
insulator transition.

Dasgupta, Halperin,1979;
M.P.A. Fisher, D.H. Lee, 1989
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Mott transition of fermions: similar program?

To clamp down density/current fluctuations of fermions, perhaps we 
should condense ``vortices” in ``phase” of fermion ?

What does ``phase” of fermion mean? 

How do we define ``vortices” for fermions? 
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Fermi liquid theory as a phase-only theory: 
bosonization of the Fermi surface

d = 1: Bosonization describes fermions in terms of their phase. 

d > 1: Bosonized representation of  Fermi liquid theory (Haldane 92, Castro Neto, 
Fradkin, 93) enables formulating Fermi surface fluctuations in terms of fermion phase. 

Write (by analogy to d = 1)

ρσ(θ) =
1

2π
∂�φσ(θ) (1)

Equation of motion for φθσ

(∂t + vF∂�)∂�φσ(θ) +

�
dθ�KFθ�fσσ�(θ, θ�)∂�∂

�
�φθ�σ� = 0 (2)

Reproduce from quadratic “bosonized” Lagrangian L = L[φσ(θ)]
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Bosonization of the Fermi surface (cont’d)

Fermi liquid partition function

Z =

�
[Dφσ(θ)]e

−
�
d2xdτL[φσ(θ)] (1)

Interpretation of φσ(θ): In operator framework, 2πφσ(θ) is conjugate to
θ-mover density.

Further θ-mover creation operator

ψσ(θ)
† ∼ e2πiφσ(θ) (2)

=> interpret 2πφσ(θ) as phase of θ-mover.

Haldane, 
Castro Neto, Fradkin,
Houghton, Marston, 
Wen, ............
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Bosonization of the Fermi surface (cont’d)
Define charge and spin bosons

φc(θ) =
φ↑ + φ↓

2
(1)

φs(θ) =
φ↑ − φ↓

2
(2)

(3)

Lagrangian decouples as L = L[φc] + L[φs].
Sometimes useful to reformulate in terms of “angular momentum” modes

φlc/s =

�
dθ

2π
e−ilθφc/s(θ) (4)

Note: Different l modes do not decouple in Lagrangian.

l = 0 mode φ0c is conjugate to total density (i.e breathing mode of
Fermi surface.
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Plan of attack

Bosonization of Fermi surface has allowed identification of fermion phase 
that is conjugate to fluctuations of total fermion density. 

Follow successful strategy for bosons, incorporate vortices in this phase and 
condense them to get an incompressible Mott insulator. 
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How to think about charge vortices in a Fermi liquid? 

Consider ring geometry and slowly thread 2π flux 
through hole. 

Transfer momentum 2π/L to each momentum state
=> Fermi surface shifts by 2π/L. 

Fermi surface displacement

δKFσ(θ) =
2π

L
v̂Fθ · x̂ (1)

which implies

φcθ =
x

L
(2)

Therefore there is a vortex in 2πφ0c.
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Incorporating charge vortices in bosonized Fermi liquid

Separate φ0c into “smooth” part φ
c0

and a “vortex” part φv
c0:

φc0 = φ
c0

+ φv
c0 (1)

Smooth part satisfies
�µνλ∂ν∂λφc0

= 0 (2)

Vortex part is defined in terms of the vortex 3-current jµv through the equation

�µνλ∂ν∂λφ
v
c0 = jµv (3)

Note: aµ ≡ ∂µφv
c0 actually not a gradient.

Charge boson Lagrangian density

Lc = Lc[∂µφc0
+ aµ, ∂µφcl �=0] (4)
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Dual vortex theory

To do: Specify dynamics of vortices and impose condition that vortex current is 
flux of vector field aμ. 

Introduce a vortex field Φv whose three-current is precisely jµv. Then the
modified charge Lagrangian density is

L = Lc[∂µφcl + aµδl,0] + ıAµ�µνλ∂νaλ + L[Φv, Aµ] (1)

Aµ is minimally coupled to Φv.

Important: Thus far effective theory does not know the fermion filling on the lattice 
which is crucial for existence of Mott insulator. 

Fermion filling determines effective action for vortices. 

Half-filling => No net Berry phase for the vortex. 

Vortex dynamics described by 

L[Φv, Aµ] = | (∂µ − ıAµ)Φv|2 + V
�
|Φv|2

�
+

1

2e20
(�µνλ∂νAλ)

2

Impose vortex current = flux of aμ
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Phases of the dual vortex theory-I
The Fermi liquid revisited

Vortices gapped: Integrate out vortex field. 

L = Lc[∂µφcl + aµδl,0] + ıAµ�µνλ∂νaλ +
1

2e2
(�µνλ∂νAλ)

2

Now integrate out Aμ: ``mass” term for aμ 

Deep in vortex gapped phase simply recover bosonized Fermi 
liquid action. 
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Phases of the dual vortex theory-II
 Mott insulator

Condensing the vortex clamps density/current fluctuations to give a Mott insulator. 

�Φv� �= 0 => mass for Aµ.

Integrate out Aµ

L = Lc[∂µφcl + aµδl,0] +
K

2
(�µνλ∂νaλ)

2 (1)

 Together with spin Lagrangian this gives a 
description of a spin liquid Mott insulator, 
presumably with gapless excitations. 
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Simplify through refermionization  

Full dual Lagrangian for Mott phase

L = Lc[∂µφcl + aµδl,0] +
K

2
(�µνλ∂νaλ)

2 + Ls[∂µφsl] (1)

Precisely the same as the (bosonized) theory of a Fermi surface 
coupled to a gapless U(1) gauge field!

Refermionize in terms of ‘spinon’ field

f†
σ(θ) ∼ e2πi(φc(θ)+σφs(θ))

Effective Lagrangian

L[f, aµ] = f̄α



∂τ − ıa0 − µ−

�
�∇− ı�a

�

2m



 fα +
K

2
(�µνλ∂νaλ)

2

Same as from slave particle approach though we never introduced slave particles. 
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More on relation to slave particles

Slave particle framework:

c†r = b†rfrσ

Spin liquid near Mott insulator: br gapped; frσ forms gapless Fermi surface.

Emergence of U(1) gauge field coupled to spinon Fermi surface.

Bosonized dual vortex theory:

Holon br ∼ e2πiφc0

Spinon f†
σ(θ) ∼ e2πi(φσθ−φc0)

Magnetic flux of emergent gauge field = vortex density

=> uniformly expand Fermi surface of both spin species
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A posteriori clarification: vortices in the Fermi liquid 
and the insulator

But do Fermi liquids really support stable gapped vortex excitations? 

No - the vortex will decay into particle/hole pairs and will not be stable.

Gauge theory language: ``instanton” effects lead to decay of gauge flux.

But at the Mott transition, instanton effects are 
irrelevant (Hermele et al, 2004; S.S. Lee, 2008)

=> vortex becomes asymptotically well-defined as Mott transition is approached. 
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Comments

1. Bosonized dual vortex approach more coarse 
grained but eventually equivalent to slave particles.

2.  Can repeat with spin rather than charge vortices to 
describe spin gapped charge metal (``algebraic charge 
liquid”) previously also discussed through slave 
particles. 
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Higher angular momenta vortex condensates???

Natural question: can we access exotic non-fermi liquid states by
condensing vortex condensates with non-zero angular momentum? 

No! Conjugates to higher angular momenta charge/spin boson are 
higher angular momenta Fermi surface shape changes. 

These are not quantized in microscopic Hilbert space => vortices in these modes 
are not legitimate degrees of freedom. 
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Summary 

A new approach to thinking about the electronic Mott transition to a
spin liquid Mott insulator. 

Start in Fermi liquid, and clamp down charge and current fluctuations. 

Implement by condensing vortices in phase conjugate to breathing 
mode of Fermi surface. 

Result identical to that obtained through slave particle methods. 

Improved understanding......may be this point of view will be useful to 
go beyond slave particles in the future. 
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